True Random Number Generation Based on Environmental Noise Measurements for Military Applications
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Abstract: - True random number generators can significantly contribute to the development of high security cryptographic schemes, such as those required for use in military applications. This article presents some the results of an innovative method for the generation of truly random number sequences, based on environmental noise measurements. The statistical properties of different noise types have been studied. Based on this study, an efficient random number generator has been developed that uses signals from the built in microphone that is ubiquitous most current personal computers and other personal information processing systems. Statistical measures have been determined that measure the randomness qualities of the output sequence. These measures have been studied for different input noise properties. The merit of the proposed generator in terms of the rate at which random numbers are produced has also been assessed.
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1 Introduction

Random numbers are widely used in information processing and communication systems for a variety of applications. The most common such applications are system modeling and simulation, digital device diagnostic systems, implementation of computational solutions for mathematical problems using the Monte Carlo method, creation of digital sound and video, as well as in information security [1], [2], [3] and military systems [4]. For the majority of these applications pseudo random number sequences (PSRNG) are used instead of random numbers. PSRN are generated by software that produces sequences that may be assumed to be random. However, in many cases these assumptions are not valid, since the appearance of a number determines the next number that is going to appear in the sequence.

For a significant part of the modeling problems, it is highly important that there is no connection between the numbers in a sequence. It is necessary that after the appearance of code A, the next code that appears depends only on the statistics of the underlying distribution and may not deterministically identified. Hence code A may reappear with equal probability as any other code (for the case of the uniform distribution) [5].

Similar problems appear when PSRN sequences are used in diagnostic tests for digital devices. The nature of this sequence has as a consequence the fact that the diagnostic procedure examines only a limited number of track tests and has therefore a limited ability for identifying design of manufacturing faults.

Similar problems exist when using PSRNG for simulation and information security systems. Research into the dynamics of true random number generators (TRNG) for use in information systems is ongoing [1], [5] The reason is that a large number of applications may significantly benefit by the availability of independent random number inputs. Therefore, the development of innovative and efficient TRNGs is an important and urgent prerequisite for current information system
development. In this paper, an innovative approach to TRNG is presented that is based on using standard hardware and limited post processing in order to obtain the random bits. The method uses ambient noise measurements as a source of randomness. The performance of the generator and the quality of the random sequence are examined for different noise types via quantitative observations. Targets for further study on the front of TRNG are identified.

2 Existing TRNG methods
The importance of generating true random number sequences is the driving force for the research into the creation of efficient TRNGs. The concept of efficiency is defined based on the requirements of each implementation and these requirements are used to determine efficiency measures for the quality evaluation of each generator. It is however possible to state some general quality principles that may be used in most practical cases. These principles are outlined below, based on the uniformly distributed random number sequence case. Other distributions may be obtained as a function of the uniform ones [6].

1. Statistical criteria for the quality of random numbers assume equal probabilities for the appearance of any number, independently of the previously observed ones. All samples of the sequence must therefore be Independent, Identically Distributed (IID) random variables [6]. Additionally, all samples must obey the same probability distribution function (uniform, normal etc).

2. The non-predictability principle of the generated number implies that it is not possible to predict their sequence.

3. Productivity criteria; the random number generator must be capable of producing numbers at a rate that is sufficiently high for the requirements of the application for which it is intended.

4. Costs of any additional hardware and software that will be used for the generation of the random number sequence. This cost will depend on the computational platform used in order to do the generation. The platform will often be a personal computer. However the current trend for information system development is the increasing use of mobile information processing equipment, such as mobile phones with processing capabilities.

3 Improvement on existing methods
For a large number of applications, especially for those intended for use in for mobile devices, the use of dedicated, specialised hardware for RNG is not feasible, due to cost, volume and power consumption limitations. In such cases, the ability to generate truly random numbers with the readily available hardware acquires an additional significance. At the same time, it is important to note that this significance increases with the increased use of mobile platforms as end user, terminal computational devices in computer networks [7]. The connection of such devices to networks requires the implementation of the necessary protocols and security algorithms, which in turns requires the generation of truly random numbers. Based on their use of additional hardware, existing approaches for TRNG may be classified into three groups:

1. Acquisition of the random numbers by software that uses non random parameters of the computing system and the control and the reconstruction of the sequence is restricted by technological difficulties. This group of TRNG includes algorithms that are based on measuring time intervals, the calculation of the signatures of the digital data that exist in memory, via the use of the processor parameters [1]. The main drawback of this approach is the possibility that the sequence produced using such method may be predicted and reproduced. The use of such generators for is hence limited for information security applications. A characteristic example of such an algorithm may be found in [8]. The method proposed uses the signature of the data in RAM, in order to acquire the randomness necessary.

2. Acquisition of the random numbers by measurement of parameters of random natural processes that are taking place in specialized hardware connected to the computing system. Such processes include natural processes that appear regularly but are random. It is often the case that for this purpose, the function of unstable electronic circuits is used in practice [1]. A less common approach is the use of measurements of parameters of the radioactive decomposition and of quantum processes [1]. The main drawback of these approaches is the need for additional hardware as well as the complexity added for interfacing these external devices and the main system. Other examples
of this class of algorithms may be found in [2], [4], [9], [10].

3. The acquisition of random numbers by measurement of parameters produced by the operation of hardware already incorporated in the computational platform. Hardware that is suitable for this purpose includes:

- Mouse or joystick
- Keyboard
- Hard disk
- Microphone
- Webcam

The first two devices can only produce random numbers at low rates and are hence limited in their applicability. A very effective method for forming truly random numbers uses the measurement of the speed of rotation of the hard disks, which depends on the naturally random process associated with turbulence phenomena in the air surrounding the rotating part of the hard disk drive. A practical implementation of this idea may be easily obtained using software and measuring some characteristic properties of the disks. This method however, cannot be used for TRNG in multiprogramming computer systems or computer systems with limited resources, such as PDAs.

For the majority of applications, the most appropriate source of randomness and hence the recommended method for TRNG, that is used by the majority of applications, is ambient noise measurement via the built in microphone. This device is a standard part of modern personal computers, laptop computers, PDAs and of course mobile phones. Ambient noise that is the sum of the noises originating from a variety of sources, that are truly random and cannot be reproduced.

Example algorithms for true random number generation using built in computer hardware can be found in [11], [12] and [13].

4 Structure of an ambient noise measurement based TRNG.

The acquisition of a random numbers using the built in microphone, demand the use of a series of transformations and results in a sequence of uniformly distributed random numbers. These random numbers are readily useable or may be transformed using one of the standard transformations [6] to obey any necessary probability distribution function. The structure of a TRNG that implements the above methodology is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: TRNG based on ambient noise measurements.](image)

The ambient noise (AN), represented as the analogue signal \( W(t) \), is captured by the microphone \( M \). The noise signal is converted to the discrete domain via the analogue to digital converter (ADC), resulting in the signal \( G(t) \). If the transformation performed at the microphone is defined to be \( M(t) \), the signal \( G \) can be expressed as:

\[
G(t) = M(W(t))
\]

The discrete signals are buffered in the memory \( H \) in digital format, creating packets. The length \( N_S \) of the buffer covers a period \( \Delta t \) such that \( \Delta t = N_S \tau \), where \( \tau \) is the sampling period. Hence the packet formed contains:

\[
\Delta t : S(t + \Delta t) = \{M(W(t)), M(W(t + \tau), M(W(t + 2\tau),..., M(W(t + N_S \tau))\}
\]

The packet \( S(t, \Delta t) \) is subsequently subject to a normalization transformation (NT) that creates the packet of the uniformly distributed random variables \( R(t,\Delta t) \). If the normalization function is denoted by \( F(X) \), then the resulting sequence \( R(t,\Delta t) \) may be expressed as:

\[
R(t,\Delta t) = F(S(t,\Delta t)) = F(M(W(t)), M(W(t + \delta)),..., M(W(t + \Delta t)))
\]

If the size of the resulting packet \( R(t,\Delta t) \) of the acquired numbers is \( V_R \) bits, for these numbers to be truly random the overall entropy \( H_R \) of the packet must also be \( V_R \) (or tend to \( V_R \)). The proof of this statement will be presented in a future publication.

A measure of randomness can hence be calculated as the ratio:

\[
D_R = \frac{H_R}{V_R}
\]

This measure characterizes the randomness of the packet; the closer to 1 \( D_R \) becomes, the better the sequence \( R(t,\Delta t) \) approximates the randomness properties required. A complete theoretical analysis.
and proof for this statement will again be presented in a future publication.

It is apparent that the value of the entropy $H_R$ depends on the value of the input signal entropy $H_S$ of the signal $S(t, \Delta t)$ and on the form of the normalization function $F(X)$. This observation imposes some restrictions on the transformation function $F(X)$. Firstly, the input entropy $H_S$ or the input signal $S(t, \Delta t)$ must be maintained. Additionally, it should be noted that the entropy $H_S$ will inevitably be larger than the entropy $H_R$ of the resulting sequence, or $H_S \geq H_R$.

The entropy $H_S$ of the packet is obtained from the calculation of $S(t, \Delta t)$. The size $V_S$ of this packet is calculated in bytes. The entropy of one byte of the discretized noise is $h_S$. If the size of the sample that is obtained from the ADC is $k$, then the following relationship is valid:

$$H_S = V_S \cdot h_S = N_S \cdot k \cdot h_S = \frac{\Delta t \cdot k \cdot h_S}{\tau}$$ (5)

The above expression is valid only for a certain constant value of $\tau$, since for low values of $\tau$, the average value of the entropy of the noise byte entropy depends on $\tau$; the smaller $\tau$ is, the smaller $h_S$ becomes. With the constant value of the discreteness period $\tau$, the average value of the entropy $h_S$ is only determined by the type of the sampled noise (e.g. parasitic environment noise, human speech, music). The proof of this statement will be given in a future publication.

The equation given above implies that with constant values for the size of the resulting packet $R(t, \Delta t)$ of random numbers, for the discreteness period $\tau$ of the packet $S(t, \Delta t)$, for the buffering period $\Delta t$ and consequently for the rate of generation of random numbers, the entropy of the output will depend only on the type of ambient noise present. The aim of the research is therefore to determine the values of the mean $h_S$ for different types of ambient noise. Another aim of the research is to determine the nature of distribution the random event so that the buffering period for $S(t, \Delta t)$ can be sensibly selected.

### 5 Experimental Results

This section presents the results of initial studies on the characteristics of the generated random signals for different ambient noise types.

For the analysis, the ADC built in to the computer was used. The environment sounds captured included office silence (only noise from computers, from air conditioning and from outside the office being heard), single person speaking and the cocktail party situation (many people speaking at the same time combined with multimedia noise). The sounds were captured at 22050 Hz and 16 bits. Random bit sequences of 20000 random bits each were generated and their statistical properties were examined.

The tests performed on each sequence were six, namely:

1. Entropy measurement
2. Autocorrelation estimate
3. Monobit test
4. Poker test
5. Runs test
6. Long runs test

The last four tests are tests prescribed by the FIPS 800-22 special publication [7]. The first test checks the entropy of the produced sequence, conformant to the analysis given in a previous section. The run is considered to have passed the test, if the ratio $D_R$ defined above is greater than 0.995. The second test produces both a measurable and a visual confirmation that the data does not suffer from any periodic components. The third test checks the observed probabilities for the bit sequence produced and decides if it is reasonably close to the theoretically expected values. The fourth test assemblies the bits produced into multi-bit words and checks that the values of these words exhibit the randomness necessary. The Runs test conforms that the repeated appearances of the same bit in the data does not exceed what is theoretically expected while the Long runs test examines if very long runs appear more often than expected. It should be noted that failure of one sequence in one or more tests does not imply that the data is not random. On the contrary, depending on certain conditions under investigation, this observation may confirm the randomness of the process, since it is observed that low probability events appear with the frequency that is theoretically expected.

The success rates observed for the numerical tests (1, 3, 4, 5, 6) are tabulated below for four cases of noise conditions:

1. Single person speaking continuously in an office environment
2. Office noise consisting of air-conditioning fan and operational laptop computer
3. Cocktail party noise with multiple conversations taking place and background multimedia
4. Mixed noise (office noise, multimedia sounds and human conversations)

| Table 1: Test results for single person speech |
|---|---|
| No | Test | Success rate (%) |
| 1 | Entropy | 100 |
Sample observed autocorrelation functions for the produced bit sequences are shown in the figures below. For calculating these autocorrelation functions, Matlab built in, biased estimator was used. The values were normalized and the graphs shown below correspond to non-contiguous sound periods.

The above results shown indicate that measurable tests, as adopted by standards bodies [7] indicate that the generated sequences can be considered as truly random bits. These results are strong indication of the quality of the generated sequence.
It has already been pointed out that another significant factor that determines the value of a TRNG is the quantity or the rate at which random numbers are generated. With the 22050 Hz sampling rate, the rate of random number generation was approximately 2.7 KB/sec.

5 Ongoing Work

Research on the analysis of the proposed TRNG is still ongoing, both in the theoretical and the measurement fronts.

From the theoretical analysis presented, future publications are going to present analytical proofs for the entropy requirements for the random sequences produced and the consequent entropy test that was proposed and used earlier on. Additionally, the choice of the optimal buffering period $\tau$ will be analysed and theoretically proven.

On the practical application of the idea, the correlation between test results and noise types is still being studied and results on more noise types will be presented. The quality of the produced sequences will need to be confirmed by further tests, both from the FIPS 800-22 suite [7] and other sources [14]. Finally, experiments are ongoing to determine the maximum rate at which the proposed algorithm may produce random numbers. This maximum will also be investigated in terms of theoretical considerations regarding the type of the ambient noise present in each case.

6 Conclusion

The problem of true random number generation is examined. A technique is proposed that does not require the use of specialized hardware. Initial experiments have been conducted and an initial analysis of both theory and results has been carried out. The studies have shown the results to be promising and the aspects of the overall proposal that need further studying have been identified.
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